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Abstract. The use of Go terms while playing Go differs according to the
player’s skill. We conduct three experiments to examine this in detail.
In the first experiment, players’ spontaneous utterances (called proto-
cols) were collected. We analyze these protocols in two ways. One is the
number of Go terms used, and the other is the contents of the terms,
such as strategic or tactical. The second experiment examines how well
the players knew the configurations of the stones. From the two experi-
ments, we find that even if the subjects know of many Go terms, their use
depends on the subject’s skill. The third experiment considers “Soudan-
Go,” where two players form a team. They are in the same room and
can freely talk to each other; their spontaneous utterances (protocols)
were collected. We also analyze reports of “Houchi Soudan-Go,” which
is a Soudan-Go match between professional players. We find that expert
players often use Go terms and they understood their partner’s inten-
tions without needing a full explanation. Intermediate level players often
talked over their plan and their opponent’s plan using many Go terms.
From our analyses we developed a hypothesis which we call the iceberg
model. The purpose of the model is to explain the structure of a term in
the human brain from the viewpoint of the role of the term. Although
this is still a hypothesis, it will become an important guide when carrying
out protocol analyses and modeling the thought processes of Go players.
keyword: Cognitive science, Go, Special terms, Expert knowledge, Ice-
berg model

1 Introduction

Go is one of the most sophisticated two-player, complete information, board
games in the world. In AI, the next grand challenge after chess is thought to be
building a strong Go-playing program. Yet after more than 30 years of effort, Go-
playing programs have achieved only human beginner level. There is undoubtedly
more to be learned from actual human players but up until now there have been
very few psychological and cognitive studies of Go-playing. Thus, we started
a series of cognitive studies of Go-playing, using mainly traditional protocol
analyses and an eye camera [7] [14] [8] [11]. Go-players’ protocols in real matches
have been gathered and analyzed. Our main purpose is to build a model of Go
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players’ problem solving behavior. This model will help us to understand how
humans cope with complex problems such as decision making in Go, and will also
become a starting point in our further study of how humans acquire expertise
in semantically rich and complex problem domains, such as Go. Also, the model
may suggest a good approach to designing strong Go programs.

Computer Go study began in the 1960’s, but Go programs are still at the
beginner level. Although much effort has been made to create strong Go pro-
grams, the methods are restricted to those where programmers’ introspection on
Go was analyzed by themselves and the results were programmed into their Go
program.

Our purpose is to make a model of Go players, specifically of strong players,
by analyzing expert players. Our previous studies showed that the mechanism
used by experts in solving Tsume-Go problems correctly and quickly is to use
hybrid pattern knowledge [15] [16] [17]. This knowledge is constructed by con-
crete level knowledge such as patterns and abstract level knowledge such as the
board situation and the conditions for pattern application. Also, we showed that
conceptual knowledge had an important role even if subjects were beginners,
by analyzing their protocols. Note that most programs use the approach of a
pattern base or a search base[8] [9]. Our protocol analyses showed that all sub-
jects consider the current situation of the board or judge the next move by using
the terms specific to Go. However, the role of Go terminology is still an open
question. It is also unclear as to whether word role changes with the subjects’
skill. Therefore, this paper clarifies word role by examining how the subject’s
skill influences the use of Go terminology.

Section 2 explains the classification of Go terms proposed by Shirayanagi,
which will be used later herein to classify protocols. Section 3 explains the results
of protocol analyses in ordinary play. They show that the usage of Go terms
depends on the player’s skill. Section 4 shows the experimental results collected
on Go term usage from various players, except novices. From the results of the
two sections, we focus on why players use Go terms in different ways according
to skill. Section 5 describes experiments on “Soudan-Go,” where two players
form a team and can talk to each other while playing a game. The results show
that players of different level use Go terms differently. The same Go term carries
different information according to the player’s skill. Section 6 introduces the
“iceberg” model to explain these results.

2 Shirayanagi’s Classification of Go Terms

This study is based on collecting and analyzing Go terms. Go has more terms
than other games such as chess or Shogi. Chess and Shogi have piece names
whereas all stones identical in Go. One reason for the variety of terms created
to describe the roles of the stones seems to be that the arrangement of stones is
the key to success. Go has also tactical terms as does chess. First, we introduce
the Go terms in the classification of Shirayanagi [13]. The simple explanations
of the terms are based on [1] as modified by us.
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On the board
Form and Position

Posture It is the binary relation between the newest stone and side
stone.
– Narabi. A solid extension.
– Kosumi. A diagonal extension.
– Ikken-tobi. An on-space jump.

Relationship It is the binary relation between the newest stone and
enemy’s stone.
– Nozoki. A peep.
– Boushi. A capping move.
– Tsuke. A contact play.

Position
– Komoku. Any of 3-4 points in the four corners.
– Sazan. The 3-3 points in any of four corners.
– Hoshi. A star point.

Fuseki
– San-ren-sei. Three star point stones in a row.
– Syusaku-ryu. The Syusaku opening, characterized by 3-4 point

moves rotating through three corners.
– Mukai-komoku. A linear 3-4 point opening.

Contents and Meaning
Tactical moves

– Oiotoshi. Capturing by creating a shortage of liberties through
a series of sacrifices.

– Uttegaeshi. A snapback.
– Shicho. A ladder.

Operation and Tactics
– Shinogi. Saving an endangered group of stones.
– Sabaki. Making light, flexible shape in order to save a group.
– Kikashi. A forcing move requiring an answer.

Evaluation and Judgment
Configuration of stones

– Aki-sankaku. An empty triangle.
– Guzumi. A move that becomes the apex of an empty triangle.
– Dango. A clump of stones.

Move or stone
– Aji-keshi. A move which eliminates the Aji in a potential.
– Honte. A proper move.
– Karai. A tight move, i.e., a strongly territory-oriented move or

strategy.
Go

– Komakai-Go A game in which there are many groups with a lot
of intricate situations scattered throughout the board.

– Taisa. A big difference in the game.
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Rule
– Ko. A situation of repetitive capture.
– Seki. A situation in which neither of two groups of opposing

stones has two eyes.
– Nakade. Playing inside a larger eye in order to reduce it to a

single eye.
Out of the board

Psychology and Strategy
Psychology

– Tsurai. Painful move.
– Ura-wo-kaku Outwitted opponent by doing just the opposite of

what he expected.
– Kiai Pumped up for the game.

Strategy
– Amashi. A strategy for White in a no-komi game in which he

lets the opponent take good points but as compensation takes
territory, aiming to outlast the opponent.

– Oh-moyo. An especially large frame work of territory, potential
but not actual territory.

3 Protocol Analysis of Ordinary Playing Go

We collected many protocols under ordinary play. Subjects were placed in sep-
arate rooms, were asked to talk aloud when thinking and playing through a
computer monitor. Table 1 shows the skill of each subject, condition of playing
Go, the total number of moves and the amount of protocols transcribed in each
game. The amount of protocols in a game can be very large (around 300 KB
per game). In Table 1, novice means a subject who had just read a Go book
for beginners. We call a kyu level player a ‘beginner’, an under 2-dan player
‘intermediate’, over 3-dan player ‘advanced’.

The protocols were analyzed in two ways. One was to measure the frequency
Go term usage. We used the “Chasen” Japanese morpheme analysis system,
and picked the terms. The other was to classify the contents of the utterance in
each rough sentence unit and then count them up. Go protocols are naturally
divided into subparts by the moves made by either side. Thus this is the ‘basic
unit’ of the analysis. Each basic unit contains several sentences. These sentences
were coded according to their contents. Multiple sentences were assigned to a
single code from time to time. Table 2 shows the main codes used. The most
easily identifiable parts of the protocols were 〈N〉, 〈CM〉 and 〈L〉. We mainly used
the plan, purpose, reason and evaluation parts of our protocols in the analyses
reported below.

3.1 Frequency of Go Term Usage

Original Terms Formed by the Novices Very interesting results were found
when examining the protocol usage of novices. Since a novice does not know Go
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Table 1. Collected transcribed protocols in ordinary play of Go.

Match Black White Total Result Protocol Remarks
No. Rank Rank Moves Size

1 4k 2k 287 White win 265KB ordinary game
White wore Eye camera

2 novice novice 184 suspension 70KB ordinary game
Black wore Eye camera

3 2d 4d 88 Black resigned 247KB with interviewer
4 3d 4d 182 Black resigned 313KB with interviewer
5 1d 4d 152 Black resigned 182KB with interviewer
6 1d 4d 247 Black won 371KB with interviewer

by 1 stone 2 stones handicap
7 3k 1d 170 Black resigned 134KB with interviewer

2 stones handicap

terms, he/she made up original terms and used them. Some of the general Go
terms were used, but not often. Indeed, very few Go terms appeared in the
protocols, and those that did were elementary ones such as in Table 3.

In the 10th line of Table 3 under the Black side, he says “Ana-Futatsu (two
holes)” (this means “two eyes”). This is an example of an original term. Also,
he used other original terms like the following examples.

That is a basic move. (long pause) That move is not understood, not
understood. I will capture these stones. Woo. That is a stupid idea, isn’t
it? Which move is the best? I can not judge that. A nursery song of
the notched heart ( It is a phrase of famous Japanese song.) notches,
I select it.

The word “notches” reflects the shape shown in Fig. 1. The novice thought
that it was an easy way to make an eye (the novice called it a hole).

Note that the terms created by the novices mainly described stone posture
or configuration.

z
r z

z

Fig. 1. The shape for “notches” created by a novice.
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Table 2. Table of main codes used in our analyses.

Codes Meanings Additional explanation

〈UP〉 Understand purpose purposes behind a move
〈EP〉 Explain purpose local and global
〈EG〉 Global plan global plan involving whole board

〈N〉 Naming S〈N〉: own move,
O〈N〉: opponent’s move

〈CM〉 Candidate move
〈L〉 Lookahead
〈SR〉 Reason of selection Why one chooses a certain candidate
〈P-R〉 Prediction and response A pair of prediction and response

〈VJ〉 Judge winning or not global and local
〈VM〉 Evaluate move (local) S〈VM〉: own move,

O〈VM〉: opponent’s move

Table 3. Top 10 Go terms used by novices (ranked by frequency).

Order Black White

1 Toru (44) Utsu (78)
2 Tsugu (43) Oku (27)
3 Utsu (30) Toru (24)
4 White (18) Nuku (23)
5 Kakou (16) Black (14)
6 Black (15) White (13)
7 Dead (11) Dead ( 7)
8 Atari (10) Tsugu ( 6)
9 Cut ( 8) Lose the game ( 6)
10 Ana-Futatsu ( 6) Katameru ( 3)

Rules Acquired by Novices The novices learned more rules heuristically
while playing Go. For example, in a protocol:

Probably, this group will not be captured if there are two holes. It is
useless in case of being a corner. That group should not be captured if
two groups are totally connecting. Therefore, here is a hole, and there
is not a hole. There is another hole. It is useless to make a hole because
this is a corner.

In this protocol, the novice noticed rules, “if there are two holes in a group,
then the group is alive (this means two eyes alive),” and “in case of a corner, that
rule does not work (this means a false eye).” While playing only a single game,
people can learn general rules and some heuristics as these examples showed.
However novices did not generate any strategic terms.
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The Characteristic of Terms Appearing in Protocols The volume of
protocols used by novices was very small as shown in Table 1; novices could
not report what they were thinking. They always said “what could I do.” The
number of terms they used was very small, and many were original. Although
beginners used more protocols than novices, they used only a few Go terms.
Intermediate players used more protocols than beginners and they often used
Go terms but only a limited variety of terms. Advanced players used a large
number of protocols and many different terms were used.

The terms were classified according to Shirayanagi’s classification. As a rough
result, only “form and position” terms appeared in the protocols of novices. The
original terms they invented were always “form and position” terms. Beginner
players and intermediate players mainly used “form and position” terms, similar
to novices. However, 3-dan or better players (advanced players) used “content
and meaning” terms and “evaluation and judgment” terms. Especially, “opera-
tion and tactics” terms in “content and meaning” terms frequently appeared in
the case of their own turn after the middle game.

3.2 Contents of Utterances

Table 4, shows the results of an analysis of the frequency of appearance of con-
tents in the protocols from matches 2, 1 and 3. Naming (〈N〉), which appears in
most of the basic units, has been omitted from this table.

Table 4. Percentage of basic units containing the following contents(%).

Contents novice beginner intermediate
(match 2) (match 1) (match 3)

Purposes (〈UP〉 〈EP〉) 10.5 16.2 56.8
Candidate move(〈CM〉) 0.8 6.1 41.0
Lookahead(〈L〉) 4.6 12.0 18.2
Judge winning or not(〈VJ〉) 0.0 2.3 6.3
Reason of selection(〈SR〉) 0.0 0.0 2.3
Global plan(〈EG〉) 0.0 0.5 5.1

As for the novices, they used 〈EP〉 and 〈L〉 categories, and rarely used other
categories. As for the beginners, they used all items except 〈SR〉. Increasing the
rate of 〈UP〉 usage implies an increase in the level of “purpose”.

As for the intermediate players, they used all items. Utterances of 〈UP〉, 〈EP〉
and 〈CM〉 were used much more frequently than was true for the beginners. This
indicates that the intermediate players tried to understand the intention of the
opponent’s moves, and so they examined their next move while being aware
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of 〈CM〉. Reasons for choosing candidates were rarely explained by using Go
terms1.

The protocol usage of advanced players was similar to those of intermediate
players except 〈L〉. 〈N〉, 〈VM〉 and 〈P-R〉 usage increased, although it does not
appear in Table 4. Increasing 〈P-R〉 usage indicates that the advanced players
may have typical sequential patterns.

In summary, advanced players think about their own purpose and their oppo-
nents’ purpose (intention) at first, only then did they generate candidate moves
and look ahead. Novices and beginners rarely judged whether they were winning
or not, and they seldom explained the reason for move selection nor proposed a
global plan. Purpose (both of his own and of his opponent’s) seemed to be the
main concern of all players.

4 Do Weak Players Know Go Terms?

The experiments in Subsection 3.1 showed that weak players (beginners and
intermediate players) use a limited range of Go terms. We carried out two ex-
periments to investigate whether the weak players knew Go terms or not.

First, we did a vocabulary test of Go terms, where subjects explained Go
terms by placing stones on a board. As a result, we found that weak players have
less knowledge than advanced players and that there was positive correlation
between the vocabulary test and their skill.

Next, in order to see whether weak players really did not know Go terms,
we conducted a recognition test, wherein subjects provided the Go term for the
situation they were shown. This experiment was carried out on two subjects,
whose results in the former were bad. As a result, we found that the subjects
could easily recognize the situation using Go terms, even if they were not strong
players.

4.1 A Vocabulary Test of Go Terms

The method for this experiment is as follows. A Go term was presented in the
upper left corner of a monitor. The subjects then placed stones on the Go board
displayed in the center of the monitor or explained the meaning of the term.
Two advanced players, an intermediate player, and a beginner were examined.
One hundred of the Go terms that are often used in Go books or commentaries
were shown.

As a result, it was proved that there was a difference in the knowledge of
Go terms according to subjects’ skill. Table 5 shows the percentage of correct
answers. Abstract terms such as “thickness” or “katachi” have more than one
“correct answer”. When a reasonable explanation was given, we judged it as
“correct answer (knowing the term)”. “Wrong answer” was awarded only when

1 One reason why they explained the reasons may be because an interviewer sat beside
the player during each game.
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the answer was “don’t know” or nothing could be explained at all. Even with this
loose criterion, Table 5 shows that the number of terms known depends on the
skill: the better one’s skill is, the more terms one knows. While the difference
of skill between beginner and advanced is huge, the result is not significantly
different. We think that there are two reasons for this. One is that we used very
famous terms in the test. Another is the loose criterion used. The protocols of
the experts were more accurate than those of the beginners.

Table 5. The correct rate of a vocabulary test of Go terms.

level correct rate

beginner 66%
intermediate 42%
advanced 92%
advanced 93%

4.2 A Recognition Test of Go Terms

This experiment was conducted as follows. Some specific board situations were
presented on a monitor in front of the subject. Sometimes a static configuration
of stones was presented, and sometimes a sequences of moves was displayed.
Each situation had a proper name. For example, the numbered stones in Figure
2 were sequentially added to the board, and the subject was asked the name of
the sequential move. The recognition test was held at least one week after the
vocabulary test.

Table 6. The rate of correct answer for board situation recognition experiment

Subject No.of No. of effe- No. of co- Correct Correct rate for
Problems ctive problems rrect answers answer original 100 words

beginner 37 34 18 53% 83%

intermediate 46 46 27 59% 79%

The procedure is explained in detail below. When the initial board situation
was presented, we asked the subject what would be his choice for the next move.
Sometimes the subject used the term expected when he explained his choice.
After showing the sequence of moves, we asked the subject what he would call
such a sequence of moves. This procedure examined whether the Go terms were
developed from the board situation. The board situation recognition experiment
was given to beginners and intermediate level players.
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1
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14
15
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17
18
19
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7
1

10 8 6
9 5 4

2
3

Fig. 2. Example of board situation presented to subjects (example of “Karami-
zeme”)

The results of the experiment are shown in Table 6. Note that a loose criterion
for the correct answer was used. For example, when the subject answered only
“Harazuke” instead of “Itachi-no-harazuke”, we judge the answer as correct.

The problems presented in this test are those for which the subjects failed
to make correct answers in the vocabulary test. 2

“The correct rate for original 100 words” is calculated by summing the num-
ber of correct answers in this experiment and the number of correct answers in
vocabulary test in Section 4.1. The result shows that the recognition rate does
not change according to the skill very much.

5 Protocol Analysis of Soudan-Go

The protocol analysis of ordinary play showed that there was a difference in
using terms and in the content of the subject’s introspective protocols according
to skill. In the above recognition test, there was no big difference in the ability
to recognizing the terms from a board situation according to skill. Why is there
a big difference in using Go terms in the protocol, though they have the ability
to use the terms? We analyzed the “Soudan-Go” protocols in order to identify
2 Some problems which were not presented in the vocabulary test were presented in

this test to the beginner.
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Table 7. Collected Playing Soudan-Go Protocols

Match Black White Total Result Protocol Remarks
No. Rank Rank Moves Size

8 4d 4d 140 Black resigned 205KB
1d 3d

9 4d 4d 177 White resigned 158KB
1d 1d

10 4d 4d 91 White resigned 89KB 13x13
2k 1d

Table 8. Houchi Soudan-Go Protocols

Match Black White Total Result Protocol Remarks
No. Rank Rank Moves Size

11 M. Kitani 6P T. Suzuki 7P 245 Black won 1.5MB No
S. Go 5P K. Segoe 7P by 1stone Komi

12 K. Segoe 7P T. Suzuki 7P 286 White won 2.2MB 3.5 poiint
S. Go 6P M. Kitani 7P by 8.5 stones Komi

13 K. Iwamoto 6P M. Kitani 7P 190 Black 1.5MB 3 point
U. Hashimoto 6P C. Maeda 6P resigned Komi

the reason. Soudan-Go is a game between two groups, each of which consist of
two players, who can talk to each other freely. The combination of the groups is
shown in Table 7.

Also, we analyzed “Houchi Soudan-Go” protocols to examine the word usage
of expert players. The protocols were taken from printed records as reported in
the Houchi Newspaper. While there is no guarantee that the original utterances
were reproduced exactly, we found that utterance category was. Therefore, we
only analyzed the utterance part of the report. Table 8 shows the list of Houchi
Soudan-Go.

5.1 Analysis of Soudan-Go

By comparing Table 4 to Table 9, we find that advanced players do not speak
more in explaining their selection than intermediate players. One reason is that
advanced players made very few candidate moves, usually only one. Another
reason is that advanced player’s thinking is compactly conveyed to his partner
by the use of appropriate terms. One example is shown below.

[After black plays at 53-th move] Black1: ... if white plays kake, we play
keima, (Black2: Yeah) and if white plays kake again. (Black2: Yes)
What do we do? We have other potential power, so this black can live
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Table 9. Percentage of basic units containing various contents(%)

Contents advanced
(match 9)

Purposes(〈UP〉 and 〈EP〉) 54.0
Candidate move(〈CM〉) 25.1
Lookahead(〈L〉) 3.9
Judge winning or not(〈VJ〉) 1.4
Reason of Selection (〈SR〉) 0.6
Global plan(〈EG〉) 3.0

easily, (Black2: yes) (Long pause) [white plays at 54-th move], Ah, here
they come. Black2: Ah, they played.

In match 5, we explicitly asked players to explain their candidate moves and
their reasons for their selections; they could explain their thinking using short
Go terms.

The following example shows that naming, which means to identify the board
situation, is very important in recognizing the board situation and selecting a
strategy. “Kake” in following example implies that opponent should answer the
keima. We found that terms were charged with various meanings.

In Soudan-Go match (match 8), after the game, two parties came to
the same room, and they discussed what was good and what was bad.
Finally black lost the game, and they attributed the cause of their loss
to white’s 54-th move and 56-th move. In the protocol, black refers to
these two moves as “two kakes in the center”, while white refers to them
as “two keimas”.
Black1: ...We estimated the situation too optimistically, we overlooked
the effect of kake. Experimenter: Where is it? More towards the be-
ginning? Black1: It was a kake. Black2: White’s kake in the center.
Black1: That two kakes in the center. We know that white wouldplay,
but we did not take it seriously. Black2: We said “not so serious”.
White1: Ah, those two keimas? Black1: Yes, yes. Black2: Yes, yes.
Experimenter: Ah, these moves. Black1: We underestimated their ef-
fect.

Kake and keima were used in that situation. Because the black players felt
that white stone was superior to the black one and the white stone oppressed
the black one, they called the situation kake. Keima is just a posture category
term.
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5.2 Analysis of Houchi Soudan-Go

Houchi Soudan-Go was held from 1936 to 1938. The sponsor was the Houchi
newspaper company. The aim of the series was to present the professional players’
thinking to citizens.

One example is shown below. This example is the opening of a game(match
13). The professional discussed the local strategy.

Kitani: I think opponent should place a stone at a star point or the
komoku point. Woo. Probably a star point. If they select a star point,
most possible star point is at the upper right corner, then we select the
diagonal star point, don’t we? Maeda: But star point is too simple.
Shall we select diagonal oh-takamoku point? Kitani: If we adopt your
suggestion, the opponent should place a stone at star point. Then we
have to select kosumi position to complete. Then that move makes this
game very busy, I dislike the move. Of course we can continue to play
after selecting the move, but star point may not cause our errors, I think.
Maeda: The second move depends on the opponent’s move. What is the
third move of the opponent? Takamoku was tested before Soudan-Go,
so they change the place. Probably, they select star point or komoku at
the lower right corner. Kitani: That is the next consulting subject just
after we watch the opponent’s moyo. Anyway, we decide if the opponent
select the upper right star point, then we select diagonal star point.

This example means that even when an expert player used only position
terms they implied judgment and planning. For example, Kitani said “busy” in
the middle of the quotation. “Busy” means the judgment of the future situation,
not current. They shared the same future board situation using only two words
such as oh-takamoku and kosumi. So the term oh-takamoku has the feature of
the plan to make future image in this situation.

In the middle game, they often discussed evaluations. For example, “that is
a solidly built move” and “and then opponent selects the kosumi, which causes
unbelievable situation”. That means 〈VM〉 is used more often in their utterance
than in advanced players’. That is, professional players’ utterances suggest or
predict move(s) and evaluate them. This form is similar to that of advanced
players.

Although, both advanced players and professionals explain their evaluations,
the level of the explanation differs. While professionals use terms such as “unable
to escape,” or “becoming a decisive battle,” advanced players say just “connect-
ing” or terms in “form and position” category of Shirayanagi’s classification, a
quite different response.

6 Discussion

The recognition test showed that all subjects except novices have the ability
to recognize board situations in Go terms. However, the results of the protocol
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analysis of ordinary Go showed that the use of the terms in the protocols deeply
depends on the level of skill. There is also a difference in the utterances. Inter-
mediate or better players can discuss purpose, evaluation, and planning. One
of the differences between intermediate players and better players is in the use
of utterances to explain selections. Intermediate players gave detailed explana-
tion, while professional players used abstract reasoning terms, such as “busy”
or “quick”. Beginner and intermediate players evaluated their moves using sen-
tences, while advanced players made evaluation by using Go terms. Professional
players evaluated their choice by using Go terms and abstract words. Further-
more, professional players used form and position terms in order to convey their
purposes and ideas to their partner.

Therefore we have to explain the role of terms. There are three constraints.

– Even form & position terms can describe the purpose.
– When a subject looks at the board, he/she is conscious of purpose and future

image expressed through the Go terms.
– Unskilled players cannot use Go terms like advanced players.

We propose that the iceberg model satisfes the above constraints to explain how
the differences in the usage of terms in utterances accords to the skill of the
player.

6.1 Iceberg Model

The iceberg model (Fig 3) attempts to explain the observed differences in the
usage of Go terms. Each Go term is an iceberg. The tip of the iceberg lies above
the surface of the water and the next lies below the surface. The upper part can
be easily observed, while the lower part is more difficult to directly observe.

Each Go term has a lexical meaning which has a dictionary description and
is easy to define, such as a configuration of stones, i.e. This is the part above the
surface of water. All subjects except novices understand the lexical meanings of
Go terms as shown by the recognition test. However, we think that the terms
have various meanings other than the lexical meanings, as was observed in the
protocols. For example, when someone says “the opponent puts the stone at the
position of keima, which is cutting, and then we select deru”, “Deru” means not
only going through the opponent’s wall, but also taking advantage. The meaning,
“taking advantage”, emerges from the interaction of the term and the current
situation of the board. In other words, we think that the term itself may suggest
the emergent meaning by referring to the current situation of the board. The
emergent meaning is the part below the surface of water.

Advanced players explained their reasoning at an abstract level using only
Go terms. In the case of Soudan-Go, neither professional nor advanced play-
ers used concrete terms to explain their reasoning. Although the terms could
be interpreted in different ways, misunderstandings did not occur amongst the
partners, as was observed that they agreeded the following discussion. On the
other hand, intermediate players clearly explained their reasoning in detail us-
ing concrete words. Professional and advanced players used only the Go terms,
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Fig. 3. Iceberg Model

which include the meaning of intermediate player’s explanation. When an ad-
vanced player says a term to the other advanced player, the emergent meanings
of the situation or values are also conveyed to the partner. Emergent meanings
of terms differ according to the skill.

Let us consider frame representation in AI to explain emergent meaning. Im-
age that each iceberg consists of slots. When a player understands the board
situation, he fills the slots by extracting information from the board. One prob-
lem exists: whether all slot names are decided beforehand or not. Let us consider
the following examples. When a player’s situation is bad and he says “opponent
selects mage, then I select hane, then he selects hane”, hane of one’s own play
implies endurance or defense. When the situation is good, however, it implies
offense. In short, the meaning of the terms used depends on one’s situation.
However, we suppose that there are not so many meanings in a term and that
a class of slots may be decided beforehand for a player’s level, even though the
class of slots differs enormously between different level players. In other words,
slot names are not defined beforehand, but the class of slots is defined. This flex-
ibility is the source of the emergent meaning. In the original concept of frame
representation, all the slots should be defined beforehand. This is the difference
between the traditional frame representation and our model.

For the submerged part of the iceberg slots are filled only when the subject
looks at the board. Those slots consist of on-the-fly knowledge. So, when a
subject expressed the term to his partner, the partner has to construct the
submerged part by looking at the board. Only when they have same slot names
in this part, they can understand each other.
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The size of the iceberg depends on the player’s skill. Advanced players have
larger icebergs and the submerged part become larger than those of intermediate
players. This is the result of increasing the number of slots.

6.2 Comparison of Iceberg Model with Template Theory

A model similar to the iceberg model was proposed by Gobet and Simon[5]. It
was called “template theory.” The model was introduced to explain how mem-
ory chunks[2] evolve into templates. That is the big difference from our iceberg
model. However it is interesting that the structure is very similar. The template
also consists of frames. The main difference in the structure of the iceberg model
and template theory is the slot. The slot of the iceberg model is only approxi-
mately decided, while the slot of the template theory is predefined. Of course,
flexibility is possible in the template theory by choosing from among various
kind of slots. The difference reflects the differences between Go and chess, which
are described in the following two examples.

Our previous study showed that expert players hold the board image as
a mixture level description[18]. The mixture level description was reported to
be a uni-space structure. That is, stones involved with an area of focus are
clearly remembered, while other areas are unified at an abstract level. More
precisely, when advanced players had enough time to observe and recall the board
situation, they could reconstruct the board by recalling the relationship between
stones. When recall was performed under time pressure, they only recalled stones
that were associated with important areas, and other areas were represented
using features, such as “black area” or “white is stable.” And which stone can
be recalled does not depend on the distance from the focused area. Even if the
board was small, such as a 9 by 9 board, the effect was the same. Another
of our studies showed that human players recalled the board situation in the
sequence order even when they only observed a static pattern[12]. In recall, they
often verbalized form and position category words in Shirayanagi’s classification.
Therefore, advanced players could easily find sequential meaning. These two
studies indicate that human memory about static Go boards is based on uni-
space of the meaning including the concrete shape of stones.

It is well known that advanced Chess and Shogi players can easily reconstruct
a board by hearing the game record. The same is not rue in Go even with a 9
by 9 board. The game record of Go consists of stone color and position. The
imaging task is made easier if Go terms was well as the game record are given
to the player[19]. Specifically, the correct imagining rate is high when both form
and position category terms and content and meaning category terms are given
in addition to the game record.

The above discussion indicates that for humans to perceive the board situ-
ation of Go, they must invest each configuration of stones with a role. In case
of Chess or Shogi, the role of each piece is already given by the definition of
movement. So, in Go, more basic level perception is necessary than chess. There-
fore in Go, human should invest the configuration of stones with multiple roles,
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described by multiple terms. Thus we can not put the static relation of configu-
ration of stones and basic function beforehand. Player should assign a function
to the configuration of stones dynamically according to the board situation.

Intermediate players have a structure of knowledge quite similar to that of
the template theory. Advanced and professional players, even if they use position
terms, assign to the term information about the player’s plan, strategy, judgment
and so on, all of which are strongly dependent on the situation. Plan and strategy
sometimes are contained together in the same term. Accordingly, they do not
exist as independent slots.

7 Conclusion

We analyzed the Go protocols expressed during ordinary play and Soudan-Go.
We carried out experiments to see how many Go terms were known to a wide
range of subjects. As a result, all subjects, except the begineers, knew the Go
terms, but term usage differed with the subject’s skill. The iceberg model was
proposed in order to explain the results.
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